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“His life truly ended too early, but his influence will ripple into the distant future.” Justin Chisham, A&E Editor
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DEFENDING OUR HOUSE

Sophomore Ashlyn DeHoogh prepares for a kill Wednesday night against Indiana Wesleyan. DeHoogh tied a career high with 17 kills in the come-from-behind victory.
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SOCCER PLAYERS ON ESPN
Bicycle kick goals from both
senior Tyler Beachler and freshmanDannyCawleyinSaturday’s
4-0 win against Mount Vernon
Nazarene garnered second place
intheTopPlaysportionofESPN’s
Emmyaward-winningSportscenter.
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he volleyball team won a thrilling five-set
match against archrival Indiana Wesleyan
(IWU) Wednesday night in Odle Arena. No. 12
Taylor improved to 15-3 overall, 6-1 at home and
10-0 in conference this season, while the No. 19
ranked Wildcats fell to 18-4 and 7-2 in conference.
Tied at 3-3 early in the first set, No. 12 Taylor won
the next five points and never relinquished the lead,
winning the set 25-13.
“Our players came out on fire and executed very
well [in the first set], and then they just relaxed,”
Head Coach Brittany Smith said. “Against a great

team like Indiana Wesleyan, when you relax,
they’re going to use that opportunity to do some
good things.”
The Wildcats took advantage of nine Trojan errors
in the second set, winning 25-13. Indiana Wesleyan
continued to drive their momentum into the third set,
wining 25-20 to take a 2-1 lead in the match.
Facing elimination, the Trojans came out in the
fourth set and made a stand led by sophomore Ashlyn
DeHoogh. With the score tied 13-13 in the fourth set,
DeHoogh won the next four points for the Trojans with
two kills and two blocks. DeHoogh was second on the
team with 17 kills, tying a career high that she set on
Saturday versus St. Xavier.
Taylor came out strong in the fifth and final set, grab-

bing a quick 3-1 lead on a kill by senior Kelsey Pritchard.
IWU answered right back and tied the score at 3-3, one
of six tie scores in the set. Down 11-12, senior Betsy
Brown set up DeHoogh for a kill that again evened the
score.
With the crowd behind them and junior Amanda
Bebee serving, Taylor won the next two points to take
a 14-12 lead. A service error by Bebee brought the Wildcats within one, but Brown delivered her 49th assist of
the match to Pritchard on the next point, who hammered home the winning kill.
“We kept our confidence and belief by trusting all the
training we have done in practice and by trusting each
other on the court,” Brown said.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

RECHANNELING
ENTERTAINMENT
JOSH LARKIN

SOCIAL MEDIA IN
CLASSROOM SETTINGS
PAUL YODER
CONTRIBUTOR

CONTRIBUTOR

In the summer of 2009, landline such as residence hall lobbies and the
phones were removed from residence Union, would still receive cable.
The idea to eliminate cable from
hall rooms. Today, two years later,
Taylor Student Organization (TSO) residence halls began when Hutchiis looking to remove cable from resi- son arrived in August. While reviewdence hall televisions. If cable were ing the TSO budget, Hutchison
cut from the student fees budget, the noticed that student fees were fundmoney would be redirected for stu- ing three main categories: residence
life, Taylor World Outreach and cable.
dent programming within TSO.
However, removing cable does not Head of the Office of Finance Danmean removing television altogether. iel Rassi began searching for ways
It would only affect network chan- to reduce cable costs while Student
nels such as Cartoon Network, USA, Senate, led by Drew Heiniger, took
Discovery and TLC. Students would a survey to find who was using cable.
Of the 267 students who were
still have access to the eight digital
polled, only 55 percable and eight local
cent have and use
ch a n n e l s a l r e a d y
a cable television,
provided.
while the other 45
“This is not an
“This is not an issue of
percent do not.
issue of cable,” said
cable . . . . This is an
C u r r e n t l y, s t u Student Body Presiissue of stewardship.”
dents pay for every
dent Reid Hutchison.
drop (cable access
“This is an issue of
point) in residence
stewardship.”
halls. Reducing the
When Hutchison
was elected student body president number of drops in residence halls
in the spring of 2011, one of his four will reduce the cost of cable and
platform points was stewardship. reduce the amount that students pay
Cable fees currently account for 16 for cable.
While Student Senate and the
percent of student fees. Since 2006,
the cost of cable has risen 80 percent. Office of Finance were doing research,
“We need to be more aware of the Hutchison was presenting the idea of
issue since the price continues rising,” removing cable to the Dean’s Cabinet
and the Community Life Committee.
Hutchison said.
“Administration is not involved in
The plan to remove cable from
residence halls would affect all resi- this project,” Hutchison said. “This
dence hall rooms. Taylor’s current is completely run by student governcable package and infrastructure ment.”
Even if the cable reform does not go
does not allow cable to be issued room
to room. If one room loses cable, so
does another. However, public places,
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Whether pulling up YouTube videos
in class or setting up a course-specific blog, professors find that social
media enriches and streamlines the
learning process. However, as they
perfect the art of implementing new
technologies in the classroom, they
find that technology is a doubleedged sword.
According to the Pearson Social
Media Survey, 80 percent of professors in the United States have at
least one account on a social media
website. The figure remains balanced
across 1,000 professors of all ages
polled from two-year and four-year
colleges.
The figure may be surprising, but
the Internet itself has a background
in academia. Search giant Google
started as the program “BackRub”
by students at Stanford University,
which linked academic journals to
each other on the basis of citations.
The attempt to make the Stanford
library a more accessible body of
work created Google’s giant social
algorithm.
Today professors can connect with
other scholars through the web.
Professor of Philosophy & Religion
James Spiegel runs a blog with his
wife called “Wisdom and Folly.” On
it, the Spiegels post extensive notes
about topics of personal interest each
week. This blog allows the Spiegels
to share articles and also enables
other users to comment on and critique their work.
A quick glance reveals 16
responses to a critique of Rob Bell’s

book “Love Wins,” several of which
help Spiegel clarify and review his
arguments.
“Our blog enables me to pursue
discussion of certain issues in depth,
which I can then share with students,” Spiegel said. “Facebook can
be a distraction and a temptation to
idleness. But good blogs, which are
relatively rare, can be informative
and educational.”
Whereas academic papers can
exist untouchable in paper journals
and blogs, online sites expose ideas
to critique and further study. Jeff
Cramer, Professor of Computer Science & Engineering, considers social
media part of his job.
“I use Facebook, Twitter and Tumblr and am now playing around with
Google+,” Cramer said.
Although Cramer uses these media
to keep up with friends and family,
he also posts links to articles he’s
read online and wants to share with
anyone willing to “listen.”
“The Computer Science and Engineering department uses Facebook
and Twitter to share information
with our current students, prospective students and alum,” Cramer
said.
However, professors like Cramer
recognize that social media are “not
without their problems.”
“We all need to be mindful of the
time God has given us on earth,” Cramer said. “We need to be good stewards of our time. Those of us who
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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through this year, Hutchison still sees the work
that is happening as valuable. The problem of
rising costs is complicated by the rising popularity of Hulu and Netflix. Though many students
watch their cable shows on those providers
instead of when they premiere on television,
some are still resistant to change.

Senior JuOae Chang says removing cable
takes away “the one entertainment we have
on campus.”
Overall, the removal of cable in residence
halls is a work in progress.
“Our goal is not to get rid of cable,” Hutchison
said. “I am not interested in taking anything
away. I am interested in being a good steward
of students money.”
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SOCIAL MEDIA CONTINUED...

finished our undergraduate studies before the
World Wide Web came along can only imagine
what distractions our students are faced with.”
Instant access to the web can also help teachers. If students wish to be productive in Professor John Bruner’s Cinematography class, they
can pull up the group Wordpress site for the

course. Homework assignments include posting
thoughts and questions on Wordpress, which
can be an invaluable tool to the rest of the class.
Students’ reactions to professors’ online activities is generally positive. Senior Ryan Maloney
appreciates blogs when doing research.
“Taylor professors offer insight and references
online, and I can look into professors from other
schools,” Maloney said.

Top 5 News Events of the Week
Jobs authorized biography so
his kids can know him
(chicagotribune.com)

Obama says protests give voice
to economic frustrations
(cnn.com)

Draconid meteor shower coming
this weekend
(latimes.com)

Obama challenges Republicans
to explain opposition to jobs bill
(washingtonpost.com)

White House orders new
computer security rules
(nytimes.com)

ANSWERING GOD’S CALL
Bob Lay may have only spoken a few
words chapel Monday, but his ministry is
worth a thousand.
Bob Lay was a Christian Educational
Ministries professor at Taylor for 15 years,
but he felt unsettled. He started asking
questions about his future.
“‘What does God have for me? What’s my
ultimate purpose in this? Well, of course,
it’s to glorify God, but how does that look
in my life?’” Lay said. “I kept coming up
with the sense that continuing to teach
in the way that I had, in place that I was
. . . was not it.”
In 2010, Lay spoke at the Wesleyan
Studies Conference in California about
his paper on Bishop William Taylor. He
heard God’s instruction clearly at the
conference, telling him to apply to World
Impact.
“So I texted to my wife,” Lay said, excited.
Lay’s wife, Chris, responded, saying she
was given the same direction, but three
or four years earlier.
“We both heard it,” Lay said. “The point

KYLA MARTIN
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is that we came to that moment, and we
both shared that. It really was God’s call.”
World Impact is a ministry based in
America. The Urban Ministry Institute of
Los Angeles opened as its third satellite
campus in 2001, and this is where the
Lays have dedicated themselves to the
people of LA.
Lay provides young Christians enrolled
in the institute with a basic knowledge of
the Bible and ways to apply that teaching to their daily lives at the local rescue
mission and on the street.
“It’s just fun to be with people and help
them as they go through the process of
discovery,” Lay said. “[It’s] what Jesus’
call is really about, what the Christian
life is about, walking along with them, not
having all the answers, but being there
and smiling and praying with them. They
see that there’s credibility in that.”
Lay was inspired by professors at Tay-

lor using their positions to lead Bible
studies and discipleship groups.
“For them, teaching is their ministry,”
Lay said.
Because God’s leading is the determining factor, ministry looks different to each
individual.
Senior Nate Luers interned with Lay
in Los Angeles last summer, focusing on
a recent Spanish-speaking church plant
called “Fuente” and the children there,
but Luers sees the need for this type of
work around Taylor.
“In Marion, the ministry here called
ReaLife works with the kids that are
there, and they are the same — same
problems, same poverty,” Luers said.
Whether Christians are changing lives
in Los Angeles or Marion, God must be
behind them.
“It takes God’s call,” Lay said. “That’s
what ultimately keeps us there. When
you’re following God’s call, sometimes it
is very, very hard, but part of it should be
you know that you’re in the right place.”

UNSUBSIDIZED GRADUATE LOANS
This time next year, as a result of Congress’s 2011 Budget Control Act, the federal government will no longer subsidize
loans for graduate students. Beginning
July 1, 2012, all graduate students’ subsidized loans will convert to unsubsidized.
Subsidized loans are awarded based on
financial need. The U.S. Department of
Education lends the money, and the federal
government pays interest on it while the
student is in school. The student is responsible for paying it back with interest after
he or she graduates or after an allotted
grace period of being less than a half-time
student, according to studentaid.ed.gov.
This cut, along with others in financial
aid, is part of a $2.1 trillion debt deal to
trim the federal deficit. It is estimated to
save the government $21.6 billion over
the next decade, according to the Congressional Budget Office.
An unsubsidized loan begins accruing
interest when it is “disbursed to the school,”
according to staffordloan.com.
According to Tim Nace, Taylor University Director of Financial Aid, graduate students currently can borrow up to
$20,500 each year from the government,
with a maximum of $8,500 in subsidized
loans and $12,000 in unsubsidized loans.
This year, 51 (28 percent) of Taylor’s graduate students borrowed a little more than
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$400,000 in subsidized loans.
Next year, under the new measures,
these students will be able to borrow just
as much, but the government will not pay
any of the interest.
“About 60 percent receive aid as a result
of filing the FAFSA,” Nace said. “We
encourage new students to go ahead and
file and see what they may or may not
qualify for.”
No longer subsidizing loans for graduate
students nationally “would shift some $125
billion in loan volume over to unsubsidized
loans and would cost students $18.1 billion
over the next decade,” according to CNN.
In addition, graduates will no longer
receive a partial loan refund as a reward
for making payments on time for 12
months in a row. According to CNN and
the Congressional Budget Office, the loss
of that credit will cost students $3.6 billion
over the next decade.
Of the savings from cutting subsidized
loans for graduates, $17 billion will be allocated to fund federal Pell Grants which
are awarded to undergraduate students
based on financial need and do not have to
be repaid. The largest Pell Grant is $5,500
for one year.

With subsidized graduate loans, the federal government has also eliminated the
Academic Competitiveness Grant (ACG)
and the National SMART Grant, which
were awarded to qualified Pell Grant
recipients.
The ACG, for freshmen and sophomores,
was awarded based on college GPA or the
rigor of high school study. Freshmen ACG
recipients were awarded $750 scholarships.
Sophomores were awarded $1,300 scholarships.
The National SMART Grant (Science
and Mathematics Access to Retain Talent)
was awarded to juniors and seniors studying science, math, technology, engineering
or a foreign language, with a minimum
GPA of 3.0. Those awarded the grant were
given up to $4,000 scholarships.
Taylor has 24 SMART Grant recipients.
The allocation of funds from graduate subsidized loans to the Pell program leaves
the program $1.3 billion short of full funding, according to CNN.
“When you consider what [students are]
paying for tuition, if they were basing
strictly on [cost], they probably weren’t
coming [to Taylor] in the first place,” Nace
said.
Student indebtedness is one of the factors considered by U.S. News and World
Report when ranking schools.

FRIDAY
CHA P EL - PA STOR WA D E A LLEN

From Muncie, Ind.
Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

MONDAY
CHA P EL - D R. CHA RLES WA RE

From Indianapolis, Ind.
Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

SCI ENCE SEMI NA R SERI ES

Speaker Darren Campbell
Nussbaum 123
4 p.m.

TUESDAY
LI G HT @ NI G HT

Recital Hall
8:15 p.m.

A LL-CA MP US WORSHI P

Wengatz front lawn
Cider and hot chocolate provided
9 p.m.

WEDNESDAY
CHA P EL - SI NG A ND P RAY

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

THURSDAY
A I RBA ND

Rediger Auditorium
6:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.

MATH, SCIENCE SCORES DROP

Declining math and science literacy scores in the United States demand attention and reform.

A

s We d n e s d ay m a r k e d t h e
passing of Steve Jobs, Apple’s
r e n o w n e d c o -fo u n d e r, a n d
Americans reflect his contribution to the
world of technology, some contemplate
where the next generation of inventors
will come from in a country where math
and science scores are dropping.
The United States ranked 21 out of
30 in science literacy and 25 out of 30
in math literacy among students from
developed countries, according to the
2006 Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) comparison.
These scores have not gone unnoticed. President Barack Obama said in
his state of the Union address in Jan.
2010, “Instead of funding the status
quo, we only invest in reform — reform
that raises student achievement; that
inspires students to excel in math and
science.”
He has been putting those words into
action with his administration’s launch
of the “Education to Innovate” campaign
on July 18, 2011. Its goal is to improve
American students’ knowledge in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM), according to the White
House’s website.
“The basic premise behind STEM education is solving problems,” said Craig
Barrett, Former Chairman & CEO of

CHRISTEN GALL
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Intel Corporation, in an interview by
the White House. “The individual can
impact the whole world through inventions and innovation, going forward, but
to do that, primarily you need an understanding of the science, the math and
the technology behind it.”
Taylor Professor of Math Education
Dr. Ron Benbow thinks one reason for
these low scores compared to other
industrialized countries is the depth of
mathematics taught in schools.
“One possibility is that our curriculum
is very broad, but not very deep,” Benbow said. “We teach a lot of math topics
but probably not very well. So students
acquire only a surface knowledge of the
mathematics. Other countries focus on
fewer topics but emphasize deep conceptual understanding of those areas.”
Benbow also suggests that because
America has a more heterogeneous population than many other countries, it
has difficulty helping all students reach
high levels of academic achievement.
“This is particularly an issue given the
backgrounds of some students who do
not receive the support of their families
and peers,” Benbow said. “A culture of
indifference or hostility to education is
difficult to overcome.”

Taylor professors work to combat the
continuation of low rankings by helping
students develop a “deeper conceptual
understanding” of mathematics.
“Our math courses place emphases on
problem solving, explaining concepts
in various formats and applications,”
Benbow said. “Students who develop
these abilities typically do very well on
national and international assessments.”
Taylor students within the Department of Natural Sciences do not seem
surprised by the low rankings of American students compared to their peers
overseas.
“There’s an idea that math is boring or
out of reach for most people,” said senior
math major Daniel Rodman. “It doesn’t
really seem desirable. It just seems boring and hard, which is a pretty common
impression of it.”
Junior physics engineering major Tom
Sargent thinks it’s important for high
schools to offer more programs like AP
courses and math teams to generate
interest in these subjects.
He believes problem solving is a fundamental concept in science and math
that is a helpful skill.
“Issues come up in life when you have
to look at problems and figure out how
to solve them,” Sargent said.

invites you to a Visit Day for the
M.A. in Counseling Program on
Monday, October 24, from
2:00-8:30 p.m.
at 2303 College Avenue,
Huntington, Indiana
The day’s events include a tour of the LifeSpring
Counseling Center, an opportunity to observe
two classes, and dinner and Q & A with graduate
counseling program faculty and current students.
Please RSVP by Friday, October 21, 2011, by
e-mailing graduate@huntington.edu or calling
Drew Clay at (260) 359-4111.

www.gradcounseling.com
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Murder, lies and tabloid fodder
Amanda Knox trial captivated the world with cinematic feel

KARI TRAVIS
CONTRIBUTOR

Twenty-four-year-old Amanda Knox returns
home a celebrity after a four-year overseas fight
against a charge for the murder of British student Meredith Kecher.
The ordeal began in Nov. 2007 after Knox, a
20-year-old American student, traveled to Perugia,
Italy, for a one-year residence. Knox and Kercher
became roommates and worked at the same local
bar.
On Nov. 2, 2007, Kercher was found dead in
the house she shared with Knox. Investigations
revealed she had been sexually assaulted and
then stabbed to death.
Faulty accounts from Knox to local police about
her whereabouts that night placed her under
suspicion. In Dec. 2009, circumstantial evidence
presented to an Italian court was used to formally
charge Knox with Kercher’s murder.
After a lengthy trial, Knox was sentenced to
26 years in prison. Public reactions were mixed,
but particularly strong was outrage from Knox’s
family.
“This is completely unjust, and I’m in complete
shock,” said Knox’s sister, Deanna Knox, in an

interview with ABC News.
“If you just look at the evidence, there’s no way
that she could’ve been involved in that crime,”
Knox’s mother, Edda Mellas, added.
During May 2011, Knox began her appeal to
the court. After further investigation,
forensic specialists
admitted to the court
that the DNA evidence
provided was largely
inconclusive.
It was this disclosure of uncertain
evidence that led the
court to free Knox last
Monday.
“I am the same person that I was four
years ago, exactly the
same person. The only
thing that now separates me from four years
ago is my suffering,” said Knox after the ruling,
according to a report from the New York Times. “In
four years I’ve lost my friends in the most terrible
and unexplainable way.”
“We’re thankful to the court to have the cour-

age to acknowledge the truth and overturn the
conviction, and grateful for the support we have
received from all over the world,” stated Knox’s
sister, Deanna.
Knox departed for her home in Seattle, Wash.,
via a VIP flight
through Heathrow
Airport immediately following her
release.
Rumors of multimillion-dollar book
and movie deals
are already in the
air, according to a
report from the Evening Standard. In a
situation similar
to Amanda Knox’s,
Casey Anthony
was offered an
estimated $750,000 for her memoir in July just
shortly after she was found not-guilty of the murder of her two-year-old daughter.
Marketing statistics show that autobiographies
and memoirs from controversial public figures
sell well to the public. O.J. Simpson’s post-trial

“I am the same person that I was
four years ago, exactly the same
person. The only thing that now
seperates me from four years ago
is my suffering.”

memoir, “If I Did It,” landed at No. 2 on the New
York Times Bestseller list in 2007, selling upward
of 100,000 copies in the first month, according to
ABC News.
In an interview with The Christian Post, criminal forensic psychologist Dr. Paul Mattiuzzi stated
public fascination with murder is a common trend.
“When it’s on the news, we may recoil in shock
and horror, but often homicide is a source of entertainment,” said Mattiuzzi.
Because Knox is a figure who garners sympathy
from much of the public, a book about her experience could be more marketable than Anthony’s,
according to Entertainment Weekly.
And a recent LA Times poll revealed that most
Americans think Knox should cash in on the deal.
“It wasn’t until fairly recently that Americans
decided it was time to care about this young
woman, and I think they came to care about her
very deeply,” said an unnamed, top New York literary agent to EW. “I think her experience in her
own voice, that includes the verdict, that includes
coming home, that includes reintegration into
American society, and what she thinks of her
future as a free person and what she’s going to
do with herself, is an important part of the last
act of this story.”

When faith is a crime
MACKENZI KLEMANN
World Editor

Iranian Pastor Youcef Nadarkhani faces potential execution for
refusing to recant his Christian faith and convert to Islam.
Nadarkhani, who heads a network of house churches, was
first sentenced to death in November 2010 on apostasy charges,
CNN reported. This is the first apostasy trial Iran has seen since
1990.
“Apostasy as an accusation is rare because of the way it is
written into Iranian law,” Dr. Kerton-Johnson, assistant professor
of political science at Taylor, said. “Media reports of this nature
are misleading, however, as Christians and others are more usually charged with blasphemy, including Muslims who convert to
Christianity.Not many Christians have been killed under apostasy
or blasphemy laws by the state, but are often killed when released.”
Nadarkhani appealed this charge all the way to the Iranian
Supreme Court, which ruled that a lower appeals court in Gilan
Province should review the apostasy charges. Nadarkhani persistently refused to recant his beliefs throughout the four days
of trial in Gilan.
After news of Nadarkhani’s apostasy conviction spread
through Western media, Iran has discredited these reports with
claims that he is a convicted rapist and extortionist, and has
claimed that Western media has “manipulated” the facts in order
to “wage an anti-Iran publicity campaign,” the International Business Times reported.
“Iran has firmly refuted Western allegations of violating

human rights, insisting that Nadar-Khani (sic) has a history of Nadarkhani “has done nothing more than maintain his devout
committing violent crimes and that he has never received a death faith, which is a universal right for people,” CNN reported. “A
penalty for his religious preference,” Press TV stated, according decision to impose the death penalty would further demonstrate
the Iranian authorities’ utter disregard for religious freedom,
to an International Business Times report.
“My sources have all maintained that these are trumped up and highlight Iran’s continuing violation of universal rights of
charges,” Dr. Kerton-Johnson said. “There are also charges of links its citizens. We call upon the Iranian authorities to release Pastor Nadarkhani and demonstrate a
to Zionism — again a charge of convenience
commitment to basic, universal human
which can hide the real nature of Iran’s
rights, including freedom of religion.”
actions in denying religious freedom.”
Nadarkhani’s lawyer, MohammaPrevious court documents make
“ There are also charges of Zionism - dali
Dadkhah, believes that he will
no mention of rape or extortion either, citing only Nadarkhani’s refusal to recant his again a charge of convenience which be put to death. “The case is still in
progress,” Dadkha said, according to
beliefs and convert to Islam. A translation
can hide the real nature of Iran’s ac- CNN.
“There’s a 95 percent (chance)
of an Iranian Supreme Court brief from
2010 reads, “Mr. Youcef Nadarkhani, son of tions in denying religious freedom.” that he won’t get the death penalty.
Yes, I still believe that.”
Byrom, 32 years old, married, born in Rasht
“The saddest part of cases such as
in the state of Gilan is convicted of turning
these is that Western Christians do no
his back on Islam, the greatest religion the
more than shake their heads or say a
prophesy of Mohammad at the age of 19,”
short prayer,” Dr. Kerton-Johnson said. “The pain and suffering
CNN reported.
Court documents state that “he has often participated in Chris- of the persecuted church is largely unknown, and Iran is a playtian worship and organized church services, evangelizing and ground compared to North Korea.
“Cases such as this should remind us to help our brothers and
has been baptized and baptized others, converting Muslims to
Christianity,” the IBT reported. “He has been accused of break- sisters in the persecuted church, but they should also serve as a
ing Islamic Law that from puberty (15 years according to Islamic wake-up call to our own faith. Men and women who die for God
law) until the age of 19 the year 1996, he was raised a Muslim in show the power of an authentic faith. We should not pity them,
but ourselves, if their witness does not stir us to seek Christ with
a Muslim home.”
The White House has condemned the conviction, stating all our hearts.”

Pullquote

“The U.S. stands with the international community and all Iranians against the Iranian
government’s hypocritical statements and actions . . . .”
-Secretary of State
Hillary Clinton
Taylor University The Echo (October 2011) \\ BW \\ Designer: KF \\ Disk: 10.4.11

China — Debt crisis
looms over China’s seemingly invincible economy.
While China continues
to lend money to other
countries, many small
and mid-sized businesses
have stopped operating
in parts of China. Economists have blamed informal and underground
lending practices as a
source of the problem.

Get in on the conversation.
Everyone has an opinion on what the church should be and do.
Pick up What Is the Mission of the Church? today and get a
balanced, biblically informed perspective on social justice,
shalom, and the primary Christian mission.
What Is the Mission of the Church?
Making Sense of Social Justice, Shalom, and the Great Commission
Kevin DeYoung and Greg Gilbert

800-323-3890

www.crossway.org

Libya — As fighting
continues in the region,
ousted dictator Ghaddafi
urged citizens to resist
the nation’s current National Transitional Council.
“Go peacefully … be courageous, rise up, go to the
streets, raise our green
flags to the skies,” he
said in an audio recording

released Thursday. It is
unclear when the audio
was recorded or where
Ghaddifi is currently
located.
Peru — Nearly 300 women in the Amazon region
were freed from sexual
exploitation in a police
raid. Illegal gold mines
in the region attract
unlicensed bars used for
prostitution, where it
is believed nearly 1,100
underage girls are forced
into sexual slavery.
Pakistan — A Pakistani
doctor accused of assisting the CIA in covert
operations surrounding
Osama bin Laden’s death
now faces high treason
charges. Dr. Shakil Afridi

was arrested in May for
allegedly running a fake
vaccine program to confirm bin Laden’s DNA.
Japan — Former leader
of the Democratic Party of
Japan Ichiro Ozawa is on
trial for allegedly breaking
political fundraising laws.
The largely popular leader’s influence continues
to decline, but analysts
predict that his career
will withstand, even if he
were found guilty.
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HEY TAYLOR GIRL, WHY ARE YOU
HOLDING THAT FLOWER?
Because it’s Friday!
EMILY ENGEL C O N T R I B U T O R

From yelling in Friday chapel and chasing each other with melons a mixture of prominent women on campus — such as First Lady
and gourds, to blaring Christmas music out their windows during Mary Lou Habecker and the always-friendly DC meal card swiper
finals week and hosting the famous “Oktoberfest” pick-a-date, Cindy McWhirt — and female Taylor students who are somehow
Third West Wengatz has certainly established themselves as a connected to the wing.
“I felt so honored and special,” McWhirt said, speaking of when
wing with strong traditions that the whole of Taylor’s campus has
Yoder gave her the flower. “It’s a very thoughtful thing for them
come to know and love.
But although it may seem to those of us at Taylor now that these to do, to think of girls like that.”
Other Taylor students who have received the flower this year
traditions have been around since the beginning of time, many
have started in recent years only because of the creativity and include Laura Westercamp, Kim Henke and Rachel Ozios.
When asked why he decided to start the “Friday Flower” tradihard work of Third West members.
This year, sophomore Jeff Yoder had the task of creating and tion, Yoder revealed that he is actually the resident “Friday Guy”
carrying out a new Third West tradition — the “Friday Flower.” who excites the campus for the weekend by wearing the Friday
Each Friday, a colorful, artificial flower and bright orange note is shirt and yelling the traditional “It’s Friday!” exclamation on the
last chapel of every week. But there is also another, lesser-known
given to a different woman on campus.
“A lot of times, who we give it to will be random, but so far, since responsibility of the “Friday Guy.”
“Every four years, the Friday shirt is passed onto a new freshit’s so early on, we’ve been picking people based on if we think
they deserve it or if they’ve been through a hard time,” Yoder said. man and they’re supposed to start a new tradition,” Yoder said.
The lucky recipients of the “Friday Flower” this year have been “When I got the shirt I really wanted to start something that the

whole wing could get involved in, not just me.”
So although Yoder is usually the one to give flower away sometime before dinner on Friday, the whole wing has the opportunity
to get involved in the decision of who will be next in joining the
ranks of the “Friday Flower” group.
And Yoder has no shortage of flowers to give away during his
next three years as the “Friday Guy.”
“I have a box of about 100 plastic flowers in my room that I
bought over the summer,” he said.

Emily and Corrie’s

TOP TEN THINGS YOU DIDN’T KNOW YOU WERE MISSING OUT ON
In Grant Co.

At TU

1. BULL RIDING- WATCH THE MADNESS, STARTING BACK UP TONIGHT AT THE GRANT COUNTY
FAIRGROUNDS AT 7:30 PM.
2. IWU MOVIE THEATRE- $2 FOR A MOVIE IN IWU’S
STUDENT UNION. MAYBE A GOOD IDEA FOR OUR
NEW UNION?
3. BLACK-LIGHT MINI GOLF IN FAIRMOUNT- BETTER
THAN ONE COOL BLACK LIGHT IN YOUR DORM
ROOM.
4. $20 TUESDAYS AT LIFE FORCE STUDIOS IN MARION- NOT AS COZY AS PRESIDENT HABECKER’S
OFFICE, BUT A PIERCING FOR 20 BUCKS CAN’T BE
BEAT.
5. JAKE’S ANTIQUE STORE- THIS HUGE BUILDING IS
CHOCK FULL OF TREASURES JUST WAITING TO BE
FOUND.

1. RIDING THE HABECKERS’ SEGWAYS.
2. WOODED BIKE TRAIL- HEAD NORTH ON 8TH
STREET TO THE INTERSECTION OF E650 AND 8TH.
TURN LEFT FOR 1.5 MILES TILL YOU SEE THE OLD
BARN ON YOUR LEFT. GO DOWN THE GRAVEL
DRIVEWAY, LOOK FOR A SET OF METAL POSTS
ON THE RIGHT SIDE. THEY’LL BE ABOUT 100 YARD
OUT FROM THE BARN.
3. FISHING IN TAYLOR LAKE- OKAY FOR TAYLOR
STUDENTS, JUST DON’T JUMP IN!
4. KEEPING WARM BY THE HABECKER’S FIRE
PIT- BEHIND THE GREAT ROOM IS A STONE FIRE
PIT PERFECT FOR FALL AND A GREAT EXCUSE TO
HANG OUT WITH THE HABS.
5. RAQUETBALL IN THE KSAC- HIDDEN UPSTAIRS OF
ODLE.

We decided to test this one out, and you should, too. Not only were the Segways incredibly fun in and of themselves,
you get to recieve a personal training session from First Lady Marylou Habecker. The fun starts with a simple
email to President Habecker’s secretary, Tammi Maloney. Mrs. Maloney will then give you a time that works for
the Habeckers, and their dog, Taylor, will greet you at the front door. Marylou said she would like to “train” six to
nine people at a time, although there are only two Segways. Marylou’s main concern for students is their safety
after Gene’s tumble. Part of the “training” includes an informational video, a waiver to sign, a helmet to rock and
a very fun tutorial in the driveway before you are turned loose. Marylou said she and “Gene” love riding the Segways, and they are great for getting around campus, especially places you can’t take cars, like the prayer chapel.
The Segways were a gift to the Habeckers, and they are more than willing to share the fun with the student body.

How to avoid the Freshman 15, Sophomore 20, Junior 35 and Four-year 50
If you’ve ever walked out of the DC regretting what you just ate,
this article is for you.
We’ve all heard of it: the dreaded “Freshmen 15,” “Sophomore
10,” etc. No matter what year, we all want to successfully avoid
this label. But what can we do?
Many students gain weight during their first year of college,
although it may not be the infamous 15. According to Kelsei Rodman, a member of Taylor’s Department of Physical Education and
Human Performance faculty, it usually takes until the second year
to put on the 15 pounds. But a new environment filled with less
sleep, more snacking and more stress doesn’t do one’s physique
any favors — not to mention paired with a buffet line that’s open
every day of the week.
It is hard to maintain a healthy diet while at college. The Dining
Commons serves as a buffet that is open for all meals seven days
a week. Although the variety of food available to choose from is
great and the cookies are delicious, it also makes it easy to lose
track of everything you’ve eaten. On top of that, there are all the
snacks in the dorms for energy when you’re falling asleep on your

GUMMY BEARS, MARATHONS AND AFRICA
Most students fill their four years of college with
classes, part-time jobs and social activities. Graduation, finals and even the next test seem like lightyears from now. “One day at a time” is the universal
undergraduate motto.
For senior Brayton Kiedrowski, life is anything
but one day at a time. The chemistry/pre-med major
began planning last spring break to run this fall’s
Chicago Marathon in what he calls “sub-three hours.”
For those of us who aren’t marathoners, that’s running 26.2 miles in less than three hours, a fete most
of us would deem impossible.
The Chicago Marathon, which takes place this
Sunday, is not the first marathon for Kiedrowski,
but this marathon is different. He will make a global
impact by partnering with World Vision to raise
money for the race.
“. . . all of my previous marathons had been for
personal gain — say, I’m going to run this because I
want to better my time, because I want to say that I
completed a marathon,” Kiedrowski said. “So it was
a very prideful thing, which, running a marathon is
not bad, but as it becomes more and more, you tend to
develop prideful tendencies, saying I am better than
90 percent of the people running marathons or I can
run sub-3-hour marathons. That realization came to
me during the summer as I was training for Chicago,
so I had signed up for Chicago without considering
running for a charity such as World Vision.”
Kiedrowski will run the marathon as a member of
Team World Vision, a program that has raised more
than $5 million for clean water in Africa and Haiti,
according to Team World Vision’s website. His goal
is $1,310 — about $50 per mile.
Kiedrowski probably won’t know where his race
money is distributed.
“. . . but [not knowing is] all right with me because I
know God is going to put the money where he wants

it to be,” he said, “which is a good thing because I love
to be in control all the time, and I am totally out of
control of all of whatever is going on with the money
that gets raised.”
Kiedrowski’s initial interest in World Vision came
from two of his heroes: Josh Cox and Ryan Hall. Both
Cox and Hall ran for Team World Vision, and after
watching a YouTube video about Cox’s visit to Africa
(which included an ultramarathon [50 miles] and a
trip to visit his sponsor child), Kiedrowski felt compelled to run the Chicago Marathon for more than
himself.
“I’m a white, middle-class kid who, for all intents
and purposes, has everything that he needs — food,
shelter, water, stuff like that — where there are
places in Africa where they have water that gives
them diseases, lack of food, lack of shelter sometimes.
So I was compelled by this video. I can raise some
money. This is something I can do.”
Training for a marathon is not easy, even after
running two marathons previously. Kiedrowki’s best
time is 3:33, so he hopes to shave off a little more
than half-an-hour during the Chicago Marathon. Of
course, running about 70 miles some weeks during
training can only help.
“This week I’m running, like, 30 miles, but three
weeks ago I ran 70 miles, and the five weeks before
that I ran an average of 52 miles per week.”
So how does he make it through those 52 miles
each week? Lately, he has been eating “pasta and
gummy bears and high-sugar stuff,” which will give
him glycogen eventually to power through those grueling 26.2 miles. Sometimes he takes his iPod. His
music of choice includes David Crowder, the occasional Lady Gaga, Hillsong and Steve Fee.
However, sometimes all he takes is his watch.
“I pray and just go through my day and going
through what’s going on in my life — just talking to

BEHIND THE ACRONYM:
INTER-CLASS COUNCIL

ERICA GLEASON

STAFF WRITER

Inter-Class Council (ICC), which falls under the larger umbrella Taylor Student Organization, seeks to foster community within each class with the broader goal of building unity
across Taylor’s campus. Its 16 class officers are elected each year to serve and lead their
individual classes through class events, as well as community events that promote fellowship, growth, healthy competition, and unity.
“The mission of ICC is to build Christian community within each graduating class, and we
strive to accomplish this through creative class programming and traditional school-wide
events,” senior ICC president Mallory Kendall said.
ICC plans Taylor’s most well-known events and traditions, including Airband, Silent
Night with Habecker’s Holipalooza and Taylathon. Coordinating these events entails
coming up with a theme, decorating, overseeing the audition process and judging acts. In
addition to these famous Taylor traditions, ICC plans class events that differ from year to
year. Past examples include the J-Awards, Paul Bunyan’s Brunch of Strength, class game
nights and all-class worship.
This year, ICC is striving to encourage and build up classmates with whatever experiences and feelings they bring to the table.
“As a cabinet, ICC is really focusing on serving our classmates through creative programming that focuses on meeting our classmates in whatever ‘stage of life’ they are at.
[Freshmen are] exposed to many new experiences and similar emotions are being felt, so
Freshmen ICC tries to plan an event that is encouraging and helpful to their classmates.
This idea of programming is how ICC is trying to serve their classmates this year,” Kendall
said.
Providing friendships, fun, event-planning experience and development of leadership
skills, ICC has been very rewarding for Kendall.
“ICC has been an amazing blessing to me,” she said. “I feel honored to lead a cabinet of
such strong leaders. I value the significance ICC has played in shaping me as a leader
and love how it has given me the opportunity to form friendships while accomplishing
amazing events.”

SARAH CESPEDES C O N T R I B U T O R

mill. All you need is a few hours a week to maintain a healthy diet.
laptop finishing a paper in the early hours of the morning.
Rodman shared some tips on how to eat healthier at the DC According to Rodman, the American College of Sports Medicine
from the USDA’s “MyPlate” (an updated version of the Food Pyra- “recommends moderate-intensity cardio or aerobic exercise for at
mid). MyPlate suggests switching half of grain intake to whole least 30 minutes on five or more days a week, or vigorous-intensity
grain, reducing sodium consumption, making half of your meal cardio or aerobic exercise for at least 20 minutes on three or
plate fruits and vegetables and eating less quantities overall. For more days a week.” That doesn’t seem so impossible to work into
beverages, drink water instead of soda or other sugary beverages, a schedule.
Even your overloaded backpack can do some good. According to
and try one-percent or fat-free milk. The good news is the DC
provides all of these healthier choices. To learn more about the Newsie.com, the extra weight in your bag will build leg and butt
muscles that are the greatest calorie burners.
USDA’s MyPlate initiative, go to choosemyplate.gov.
Rodman also recommends doing a combination of weights and
Exercise also contributes to a healthier lifestyle. Some weeks,
finding time to exercise seems impossible. As college students we aerobic exercise.
“Strength training will help build muscle, which burns more
go to classes for most of the day, do homework most of the afternoon (and socialize), attend campus activities, do devotions and calories and help offset those extra calories consumed. Aerobic
spend most of the night finishing the project that was assigned exercise will help burn fat,” Rodman explained.
Not only does exercise improve overall health and diet, it also
three weeks ago. Making time to exercise is difficult — but not
gives us energy — and even a small break from homework.
impossible.
Don’t think that in order to really burn some calories you have
to spend hours at The Well, sweating until you slide off the tread-
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God and realizing that he is there,” he said.
What really powers him through the long runs
is twofold: running in God’s creation and knowing
running is a God-given gift.
“I have a really favorite route where I run devil’s
backbone,” Kiedrowski said. “But the best part about
that is coming back, and if you come back on the sunrise looking down Reade Avenue, it is just beautiful
and knowing that God created that and knowing that
without him, none of this is possible.”
Sometimes, Kiedrowski said, he gets a mile into
his run and all he wants to do is just walk back to
his Sammy II dorm room. Then he remembers why
he runs.
“. . . the fact that God has given me that gift really
encourages me and gives me the passion to keep
going with that gift and to push it in — to complete
that run.”
With Sunday’s race approaching quickly, Kiedrowski said he still hopes to see fellow Taylor students donate money.
“I’d love to overshoot my fundraising goal by tons,”
he said. “I would say that the people who have
donated, a lot of them go to Taylor, and a lot of them
are students who are sacrificing some money to give
to some kids in Africa, and it’s going to do them good.”
Whether or not you choose to give, Kiedrowski said
he wouldn’t mind seeing some support on race day.
“It would be awesome to see some Taylor people at
the finish line at around 10:30, I’m saying. Maybe
a little before 10:30 I should hopefully be finishing.”
Kiedrowski, refusing to take life one day at a time,
hopes eventually to make it to the Boston Marathon,
and running sub-three hours at the Chicago Marathon would be the first step toward that goal.
The race begins at 7:30 a.m. CDT. You can make an
online donation to Team World Vision through Kiedrowski’s personal page at support.worldvision.org.

JUST GIRLS - SHEERLY FOR
FASHION
Sheer clothing that was once
a statement of accessory has
recently evolved into more than
shirts and blouses. As seen at
Paris Fashion week, which wraps
up today, sheer has shifted. The
material appeared on the runway
in the form of dresses and skirts,
making the obvious question about
this trend, how do I wear it? It’s
impractical to wear a sheer skirt,
so please, don’t. But as we move
into the colder months, sheer can
be a great layering tool. Black is
the most common sheer color for
fall and winter. Start with vests
or shirts and keep the concept of
layering fresh in your mind.

GUY TALK - STRIKING A
CORD
Despite the warm weather of this
week, colder temperatures are
around the corner. It’s easy to slip
into the routine of wearing denim
everyday, but there are different
(and warmer) options. Corduroy
pants are perfect for the winter
months. They are stylish, warm
and can be worn with almost
anything. Cords come in different
colors like brown and grey, giving
you more options than blue. Gap
has great cords for guys, but
department stores probably offer a
cheaper price per pant.

DEAR RONNIE,
RONNIE WILLMARTH S T A F F

WRITER

I have a horrible diet.
I’m usually too impatient to
make something healthy.
What do I do about this?
Dear Little Debbie,
Don’t dismay! There are healthy foods that take very
little time to prepare. They are called fruits and vegetables.
Usually the most complicated step in preparing a fruit or
vegetable is peeling off a sticker.
All kidding aside, nutrition is an important aspect of our
lives. Without it we would die. Why don’t you want to take
responsibility for something so vital? Excluding the possibility that you are a lazy sad sack, I must conclude that
you don’t eat well because you don’t know how to eat well.
Don’t worry — you will learn all you need to know about
having a healthy diet by the end of this article.
First, you have to realize that the people who publish
the food pyramid don’t know what the heck they’re talking
about. Colored triangles and cute cartoons of bread loaves
never helped anybody. The best way to determine whether
or not a food is healthy is to look at what type of package
it comes in. Examine the handy chart below:

HEALTHY
FOODS

Riding a Segway is easier than it looks, and it looks pretty dang easy. Controlling speed is all in the balls of your
feet, and the slightest movement can send you flying or slow you to a stop. After getting used to the delicate steering, Segway riding was a breeze. We were pros, just like the mall cops or airport security guards that usually spin
the machines. A trip around the loop was incredibly fun, although we definitely stuck out. Just ignore the haters
who stare and ask you if you stole the Segways. It’s definitely our new favorite way to travel.

DON’T EAT THAT!

5

COULD BE
HEALTHY OR
UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY
FOODS

BUSHELS

BOXES

BUCKETS

BASKETS

JARS

TUBS

CORNUCOPIA

BAGS

AEROSOL CANS

I will admit, sometimes it seems pointless to cook nice
food. You can put forth great effort to make a delicious
dinner, but after you eat it there is no tangible evidence
that you can hold in your hand and say to the world, “I did
this!” At least there’s no evidence you would want to hold
in your hand.
Good things require hard work and dedication, and
results aren’t always immediately visible. You’ve got to
sacrifice time and money to eat healthy meals. You’ve got
to sacrifice immeasurably more time and money to raise
healthy kids, if you ever plan on doing that.
It takes more than 21 days to form a habit — it takes a
change in attitude. You’ve got to decide that eating healthy
is important and be determined to do it consistently. This
principle applies to every area of your life in which you
want to excel. Now get out there and make good on your
resolutions! Oh, and before you go, please pass me the jug
of Cheez-Whiz.

FOR ADVICE FROM RONNIE, CONTACT THE ECHO AT ECHO@TAYLOR.EDU

QUICK
QUESTION?

WHAT TIME ARE YOU
GETTING IN LINE FOR
AIRBAND?
Respond to echo@taylor.edu in 140
characters of less and see your
response in next week’s paper.

SOCIAL
MEDIA
gon e

TAY L O R

STATUS UPDATE FROM
TAYLOR NETWORK
Michael was chased down after
chapel, and then sustained an injury
which required a stitch or two.
Rocky should be back on campus
soon. from @MelonAndGourd
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DID YOU KNOW?
According to a story in the Chicago
Tribune, outgoing 160-character
text messages on a cell phone
typically costs users 20 cents,
while it only costs carriers threetenths of a cent to process. That’s
a 6,000 percent profit. Bottled
water comes close with a 4,000
percent markup, and coffee 300
percent. today.msnbc.com
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OUR STEVE JOBS

6

A COMPILATION OF QUOTES AND TRIBUTES TO THE LATE STEVE JOBS BY TAYLOR STUDENTS AND FACULTY
Wednesday night the Internet was flooded with the jaw-dropping news that Steve Jobs, the mastermind behind the Apple Corporation, was dead. This news came as a complete shock to me. After
years of seeing Steve’s picture in a news article window about Apple’s next great invention, the
world was shown his obituary. Not only was the news surprising, but it came to me with a sense of
grief. The generation of epic Apple products is now over. I saw a post on Facebook that stated the
Edison of our time is now gone. To a certain extent this is very true. Who doesn’t own, or wish they
owned, a product that Jobs had a hand in making: an iPhone, iPod, iPad, or a Mac? (And don’t try
to kid yourself; everyone wants to own a Mac.) Jobs’ creations have completely revolutionized our
technological world and thus, our way of living. With jobs passing I begin to wonder what the future
of our technological world will look like. Will Apple’s new CEO, Tim Cook, be able to step up into Jobs’
footsteps? Technology is the way of the future and Jobs was headlining this future. Steve Jobs was
a very influential businessman and innovator, and he will surely be missed. —Matt Walters Steve
Jobs is probably more responsible for the democratization of media technology than anyone in this
century. His relentless and prescient vision accelerated the transition from room-sized, expert-only
supercomputers into friendly, handheld companions. He made everything cooler to remove from
a box, listen to, look at and touch. —Kathy Bruner, Taylor professor. Apple’s visionary genius.
The majority of the population would be able to fill out that part of the crossword.
Steve Jobs. A man who seized up ordinary technology and made it cool (not
to mention his development of Pixar!). He was a true entrepreneur blessed
with the gift to create what people didn’t even know they had a need for
yet. He attacked obstacles with a determined ferocity, able to see the
future potential and inspiring the people around him to dream big. Big.
Bigger. Who could have imagined we would develop a music player with
the capabilities of a personal computer?! I am fiercely devoted to my
iPod. Also, his attention to detail is unparalleled. Personally, I don’t know
what I what would do without my Mac. In the stone age (before laptops
were common) when the computer froze, you were confronted by that
infernal hourglass. Now the aesthetically pleasing rainbow wheel greets me,
somewhat lessening my impatience. Apple products today are sold worldwide.
Coming about so quickly and unexpectedly, it was the epidemic of technology. It
is difficult to imagine a world without these inventions. Why? Steve Jobs understood the important of carpe diem. Seize the day. Take what life deals out. Make it
your own. This translated into the attentive devotion Steve Jobs gave to each new venture of life.
Thanks to him we live in a world that we can shape and mold to our personal preferences. Steve
Jobs has cemented himself in history as the man who saw what nobody else could. He may be gone,
but his influence is still here woven into our society. You cannot erase his legacy. —Emily Schock.
As a graphic artist and photographer, I really can’t overstate Steve Jobs’ influence on my career. So
many industries quickly came to orbit around Apple’s inventions: publishing, music, the arts, film
and video, education. But Jobs’ more recent progeny have fascinated us more: iPhones, slim laptops,
the iPad, the oncoming iCloud, which he has sadly missed by days. When you create a product people
like, you’re reading the zeitgeist. When you execute a product that otherwise sane people will camp
out seven days in New York City heat to get, I think you are actually projecting zeitgeist. Creating
realities, cultural and technological categories—opening vistas of possibility. Are we simply obsessed
with Jobs’ consumer bling? Well, sure. But all his devices, applications, and services have created

means of human connection we never knew could exist—to loved ones far and near, to music, to news,
to art, to scripture, to everything we hold dear. I find today that I am really grieving, despite my
efforts to pre-mourn him during his physical decline these last few years. I desperately miss having
The Steve out there, cutting into the future with vision exceptionally sharp. We need not fall into
celebrity worship in the infamous “Steve Jobs reality distortion field,” but, nonetheless, I wore my
black Apple t-shirt Thursday for a reason: I am very, very sad. —Jamie Miles, Taylor professor.
Simplistic yet intricate, the apple company is defined by a style that has forever changed the way
we work, communicate and digest works from our favorite artists. As a photographer and a heavy
graphics user it crushes me to hear the man who invented my iPhone, MacBook Pro, iPod and iPad
has passed away. It saddens me to know a vision must now not only be carried out by other people
but that we must hold his triumphant legacy to standards not normally obtained by the
average man. He gave me a new idea of thinking when it came to design, photography and
interactions between my friends and family. Steve jobs is our Edison of the 21st century and
in no way shape or form will he be replaced. —Timothy Riethmiller I have deep respect
for Steve Jobs. He made us understand the true value of design. He showed through his life the
importance of staying true to yourself, defining your own path and not apologizing for being different. In fact, he created a cult following out of being different. However, one of the
most important lessons I have learned from Steve Jobs is a respect for being
intentional about building the right team and expecting excellent results. I
truly hope that his life story encourages more entrepreneurial risk from those
who feel they can change the world. —Julie Campbell, Taylor staff member.
“In 56 years of life, Steve Jobs made an incredible impact on our society in relation
to media and technology. I can hardly believe that the mastermind behind so many
of Apple’s successful trends has passed away. We should all strive to be as visionary
as Steve Jobs.” —Heidi Tyner I have never been a “Mac” person. I don’t own an
iPod (asserting my Zune’s superiority has been difficult), and those MacBooks
have always been beyond my meager price range. In short, I am an outside
observer of the iPhenomenon. However, even I cannot overstate the impact
of Steve Jobs. His life truly ended too early, but his influence will ripple into
the distant future. —Justin Chisham, A&E Editor. In 1914, when Thomas
Watson joined what would one day become IBM, he brought with him the oneword slogan “THINK” backed by the logic that the phrase “I didn’t think” has cost
the world million of dollars. In a corporate structure, that’s hard logic to disagree with. At least it
was until Steve Jobs came along. Steve realized that thinking alone didn’t lead to innovation. As
Apple summarized in their late 1990’s slogan, what was needed was to “Think Different.” The posters
for that campaign featured Albert Einstein, Amelia Earhart and Alfred Hitchcock, who didn’t just
think but re-imagined their fields just as Steve did his. I’ll miss his imagination. —John Bruner,
Taylor professor. Apple’s real innovation was typography. Seriously. When Steve Jobs dropped out
of college he began studying subjects that interested him, such as calligraphy. So when Jobs designed
the first Macintosh computer, he designed it to be the first computer with a beautiful typeface
(and multiple typefaces at that). It’s reasonable to say that had it not been for Jobs, our computers,
status updates, tweets and term papers would not look like they do today. That original decision to
focus on design has not only made Apple great, but has spawned several decades of design-driven
business. —David VanTongeren.

“When I was 17, I read a quote that went something like: “If you live each day as if it was your last, someday you’ll most certainly be right.” It made an impression on me, and since then, for the past 33
years, I have looked in the mirror every morning and asked myself: “If today were the last day of my life, would I want to do what I am about to do today?” And whenever the answer has been “no” for
too many days in a row, I know I need to change something. Remembering that I’ll be dead soon is the most important tool I’ve ever encountered to help me make the big choices in life. Because almost
everything — all external expectations, all pride, all fear of embarrassment or failure — these things just fall away in the face of death, leaving only what is truly important. Remembering that you are
going to die is the best way I know to avoid the trap of thinking you have something to lose. You are already naked. There is no reason not to follow your heart.”
Steve Jobs’ Commencement address at Stanford University, June 12, 2005

OPENING THIS WEEKEND
“The Ides of March”

“Real Steel”

Starring Ryan Gosling, George Clooney, Philip Seymour
Hoffman

“The Way”

Starring Hugh Jackman, Evangeline Lilly, Dakota Goyo

Photo by Comeandlive.com

Set in the near-future, “Real Steel” follows Charlie Kenton (Jackman) as he attempts to win back the hi-tech boxing crown. He
During the frantic last days of a heaily contested Ohio presi- will be forced to fight the current champions, comprised of 2000dential primary, an up-and-coming press secretary (Gosling) pound, 8-foot-tall robots. The stakes are high and the results are
finds himself involved in a political scandal that threatens sure to be brutal.
his candidate’s shot at the presidency.

Spotlight:Come and Live

W

at Revelation Generation in
hat is the best
JOSH LARKIN
New Jersey or Cornerstone
way to get
CONTRIBUTOR
in Illinois. At these festivals,
people to pay
C&L has also received much
for the music
they download? How about give support from more bands such as Underoit away for free? “Come and Live!” (C&L) ath, August Burns Red and Sleeping Giant.
has decided to bypass the whole pirating These bands show their support by donning
dilemma by distributing its music online C&L apparel that is available for purchase
on the labels website.
free of charge.
The number of genres C&L dabbles in
C&L is a non-profit organization based
in Nashville, Tenn., and is dedicated to pro- is impressive. The bands keep things feelclaiming the good news of Jesus by joining ing fresh and never seem too contemporary.
hands with artists (musicianaries). Since Bands such as The Neverclaim and The
2006, C&L has been devoted to the distribu- Ember Days will draw you in with their
tion of music, as well as loving others and unique vocals. Great Awakening and The
living like Jesus. Their mission statement Frozen Ocean give some mighty powerful
states, “We seek to establish the kingdom of hooks and riffs to sink your teeth into. Even
hardcore fans will have something to appreGod within a community of musicians.”
To establish the kingdom, C&L seeks to ciate with bands such as the original and
create radical generosity and share their art acclaimed Showbread and Sleeping Giant
as a gift. Sharing music is a daily expression releasing music.
Not all music is made equal, however, and
of what Jesus says in Acts 20:35, “It is better
some bands tend to stick with you more than
to give than to receive.”
So far, 29 artists have recorded 44 albums others. Ascend the Hill is one of those bands
that are available on comeandlive.com. that stand in a league of their own. Their disMusicians have joined C&L from Florida to cography consists of one completely original
as far away as Washington, from California worship album and another that revisits several hymns now updated for a new audience.
to New Zealand.
You may have spotted one of the C&L The repetition of specific vocals and ambient
bands sporting shirts emblazoned with combination of guitars fills and synth susblock letters proclaiming, “I AM LIVING!” tains makes for a truly ethereal experience.
or a green lightning bolt on the front of it

Starring Martin Sheen, Emilio Estevez, Deborah Kara Unger
Martin Sheen plays Tom, an American doctor who comes to France
to collect the remains of his adult son (played by Emilio Estevez),
killed in the Pyrenees by a viscious storm. Rather than return home,
Tom decides embark on the historical pilgrimage to honor his son’s
final wish.

From rural life to
music legend
opportunities for befriending other
Some might scoff at Indiana’s
MICAH YORK
established musical artists and
rural scenery as a landscape in
STAFF WRITER
influential people such as Billy
which nothing interesting derives.
Graham, as the Gaithers were a
Bill Gaither is an exception to
this stereotype, proving that Indiana produces part of the Billy Graham crusades of decades
people who can impact the nation and world. past.
Gaither reflected on his experiences with
Gaither grew up on a farm in the nearby town
of Alexandria and has become, in partnership other vital contributors to the Christian comwith his wife, Gloria, one of the most success- munity and how he hopes listeners of his music
ful songwriters and musicians of the 20th and will also view him.
“You find out quickly that people are people,”
21st centuries.
Gaither continuously leaves a legacy of Gaither said. “I don’t care where you are. It’s
humility while his success and credibility as a quite a joy, once you get to know them. They
musician increases. His success was recently are what they seem like they are, which is my
acknowledged when he received an honorary goal. I don’t want people to say, ‘I didn’t think
doctorate in music from Taylor University dur- he’d be like that,’ in a negative way. I would
ing Wednesday’s chapel.
hope they’d think, ‘He seemed like the same
His foundation for a successful career began old character we see on TV.’”
developing amidst early morning chores on
Gaither’s simplistic outlook on life was also
the farm.
conveyed as he described the importance of
“[It was] extremely, extremely, extremely sharing, in the context of giving other gospel
important, mainly from the standpoint of artists a platform for them to become known.
responsibility,” Gaither said. “It was a won“I think I do understand the team concept,”
derful experience. I wouldn’t take anything for Gaither said. “I think when everybody wins,
that. We still have the barn, and I go out to the everybody wins. I think when one person runs
barn every now and then. It helps me in a very away with all the marbles, it’s never fun.”
complicated world to get my head straight.”
Grammy’s, Dove awards and sold-out conGaither has reason to be proud of his accom- certs all compile the lists of accomplishments
plishments, yet he pursues humility in his work. of Gaither’s musical empire. However, one will
He recognizes the importance of maintaining a quickly find that these are not the things that
balance between God-given gifts and how they Gaither wants to be said of his musical legacy.
can be used to glorify God.
Gaither strives to be seen as an artist who
“I don’t think I ever took what fame we had ministers to his audience in a way that conveys
too seriously. The Lord giveth and the Lord the gospel message.
taketh away,” Gaither said. “I always tell young
“I would hope that they thought I was a
artists . . . . Don’t take it too seriously . . . . God’s bridge,” he said. “ I think people want to matter.
job is inspiration — our job is perspiration. I think that’s a big issue. So you sing the song
You’ve got to find music that will fit your idea.” and say, ‘You do matter. You are important.’”
Gaither’s musical career has provided many
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INITIATION IMPORTANCE
I

to redeem and explain the soul of a man.
JOSH LARKIN
was a freshman who had just
“Don’t climb on that, don’t break anyarrived at Taylor University. I
CONTRIBUTOR
thing, don’t be so aggressive, don’t be
moved into a new floor, met my roommate and got through New Student Orientation so noisy, don’t be so messy, don’t make such crazy
risks. But God’s design—which he placed in boys
just like everyone else.
After two or three weeks, I met the men on my as the picture of himself—is a resounding yes. Be
floor and was starting to get comfortable with my fierce, be wild, be passionate.”
One reason that boys at Taylor play video games
classes. Then one night, my friend from down the
hall came into my room and yelled at me to put a relentlessly is because the games make them feel
pillowcase on my head; it was time to be initiated dangerous. Everyone will believe you’re dangerous
if you’re holding a machine gun with a chainsaw
by the floor.
This moment proved to be impactful to me. I strapped to it.
One reason we have the problem with hazing and
remember it as a perfect spectacle and event that
contained the sound and the fury but was not humiliation is because those wild feelings have
designed to humiliate or tear me apart. It made been repressed and we have found an outlet in
me do something hard, something somewhat dan- aggression. It’s a vicious cycle that creates cop outs
of our PAs and RDs and villains out of us students
gerous.
Why is it that today, when I am on my floor tell- who seek to create something impactful.
Ever heard someone say “Intentional Coming freshmen to put bags on their heads, it feels
hollow and insubstantial? Was it always like this munity” before? Ever heard “Taylor University
and I was just on the receiving end and did not is too expensive to only go to classes”? I have,
and I agree. But then those same voices turn
realize it? I strongly believe no.
There are a few problems: We try to tone it down it around by saying, “Don’t,” “Stay off,” “You
and make it safe. We basically castrate initiation. can’t,” “It’s too . . . .”
Let us be messy and let us be dangerous.
We as men want to feel dangerous — want to do
something dangerous but end up with something You may have to hire another lawyer or
much less. We end up praying over each other, or two, but it’s well worth it. If something
worse, washing feet. They are excuses wrapped doesn’t change, the women of Taylor Uniup in spiritual packing paper to stop anyone from versity who come here to get their MRS
challenging them. And now that I am creating the degree will soon find that their Mr.
Right has been sterilized.
initiations, I can see these problems.
In John Eldredge’s book “Wild at Heart,” he seeks

CYNICAL NATURE
GABRIEL BAIN

THE “NEW
REFORMED” MOVEMENT
Neo-Catholicism and the Joan Pipettes

OPINIONS EDITOR

Dark thoughts cloud our minds more often make you feel good knowing that someone
than we notice. As humans, we have sinful you are close with doesn’t trust your true
natures, which cause us to pass judgment on intentions.
Why is it so hard for us to believe that cerothers without any cause. These thoughts are
tain people can genuinely be nice to others,
results from having a cynical mindset.
According to thefreedictionary.com, cynical without having self-fulfilling motives? What
can be defined as an attitude of scornful or is the real reason for this distrusting judgjaded negativity, especially a general distrust ment? I do not know all the motivations for
of the integrity or professed motives of others. cynicism, but I believe a major cause is our
You’re probably thinking, as I did, that human sinfulness.
Our own sinfulness can blind and distract
you do not fit under these particular circumstances. But how often do we see someone us on what type of life we should be living.
doing the right thing and automatically judge When we decide to put others down, it is
them for it, thinking that person’s motives because there is something wrong in our
own lives; so in order to make ourselves feel
were only for self-fulfillment.
For example, we see a student on campus better, we will unjustly question someone’s
motives.
give a compliment to
Our lives should be
another student or
When we decide to put
shaped by God’s grace
professor and autoon us, and we need to
matically assume he or
others down, it is because
extend that grace to
she said that comment
there is something wrong in others. In 1 Corinthito enhance the other
person’s perspective of
our own lives; so in order to ans 4:5, it says, “Therefore do not pronounce
him or her.
make ourselves feel better, we judgment before the
Most of us, if not all,
time, before the Lord
have done that before.
will unjustly question
comes, who will bring
We d o n o t w i s h t o
someone’s motives.
to light the things now
search constantly for
hidden in darkness
other people’s faults
and will disclose the
and become a distrustpurposes of the heart.
ful person. But it is
almost as if we get enjoyment out of accus- Then each one will receive his commendation
ing someone about doing good deeds for his from God.”
We should look to others with encourageor her own good. So eventually we will get
self-fulfillment out of thinking that others ment and not with cynicism. Fixing cynicism
are motivated by self-interest, making us is not easy, and that mindset probably won’t
no better than them (if self-interest is that go away quickly. It will take time in prayer
and in the Word. And no matter how cynical
person’s true motive).
The excuse that seems to continue to come you are, nothing is too big for God. He is capaup when one is confronted about being a cynic ble of getting rid of our negative judgments.
Cynicism is relevant and becoming (if it
is that person has seen or been involved in
a similar situation, which they saw someone hasn’t already) a problem in the Christian
community. We are called to love and serve
doing good only to better themselves.
The major problem with that is you begin others because it glorifies God. We must
to develop a growing negativity toward peo- refrain from developing cynical thoughts.
ple, whom you may not even know. Imagine Cynicism will cause those who remain close
someone questioning your motives for doing to us to become distant because of our lack
something good. I promise you, it doesn’t of trust in their motives.

exactly what God says.”
Among the many ironies
JONATHAN POVILONIS
We c o u l d t a l k f o rof the 21st century, the
CONTRIBUTOR
ever about the theologiEvangelical condition is
one deeply embedded within and facili- cal implications of Calvin’s rendering of
tated by what many call the “New Reformed” Romans 9 or the fact that he showed mercy
on a man by beheading him, but we must
movement.
Led by Mark Driscoll and someone known get back to the irony.
The same men (yeah, they’re mostly men)
as “Joan Peeper,” the members of this movement are under the impression that they who swear by JC right before they whisper
derive their theological tradition from the 1,000 Sola Scipturas to the other JC (you
Reformers of the 16th century, namely Mar- pick who’s who) are often the most adamant
tin Luther, John Calvin and Augustine of supporters of the historical-grammatical
Hippo (who we all know supported the Prot- exegetical method. That means they use
estant Reformation). This derivation often secular sources of history and grammar
takes the form of veneration for these men, t o b e t t e r u n d e r s t a n d t h e b i b l i c a l t e x t ,
leading sometimes to an unyielding accep- thereby unknowingly forfeiting the right
tance of their theological and sociological to claim Sola Scriptura, for they are no
longer encountering “Scipture alone” (yes,
perspectives.
The irony arises when they all gather history/grammar is supposed to get us to
‘round to discuss theological topics includ- the text, but if your histories/grammars
ing, “Why we are the only ones who know disagree, the one you pick takes authority,
the one, true gospel,” “The reprobate is not the text).
Swallowing entire Peeper and Driscoll
responsible for God predestining them to
hell,” and “Why we hate Catholic theology.” sermons and commentaries, they hold their
It is natural that a group with such a name views in the highest regard, frequently
would be critical of Catholicism, and let’s adopting them on issues like social justice,
be clear: Catholics have their problems, too gender roles, postmodernism and atone(though, Vatican II was a good start — not ment without really understanding any of
them. Unless Joan just holds a Bible up to
that Driscoll knows what that is).
But all the Pipettes love to say “Sola his face as he reads and allows the Spirit to
Scriptura” and “Just read the Bible,” and swim into his brain and insert direct propo“Lemme tell you what the Bible says,” while sitional knowledge with which every other
criticizing those, especially Catholics, who Spirit-filled believer agrees, he is working
read the Bible within an interpretive tradi- within an interpretive tradition, approprition. Here’s the punch-line, Joan: You do, ately named “attempting for Sola Sciptura
with a little help.” You can hate Catholics,
too.
That’s right — maybe Luther and Cal- but whichever Protestant has the history/
vin did a little blazing off the beaten path grammar/tradition/fame/etc. has become
(though they claimed to follow the early the new sovereign authority.
All I ask, Joan, is that you tell your fans
Fathers), but since then, those who are
“Reformed” have for the most part simply to put the pseudo-intellectualism away
followed suit. Don’t get me wrong, I’m not and own up to your own tradition’s influcriticizing subscribing to an interpretive ence on your hermeneutics. You can keep
tradition (I might argue that it is impos- the bad 25th anniversary videos and even
sible not to); I’ve just had enough of an your views on women, but just admit that
interpretive tradition that claims not to Sola Scriptura is complicated and that you
be an interpretive tradition or that claims could be wrong about many things, includto “just read the Bible and tell everyone ing double-predestination.

Need a soapbox?
Become a contributor to the Opinions section!
Email Gabriel_Bain@taylor.edu for more information. Let your voice be heard.
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IN BRIEF

Junior Amanda Bebee gets a dig during Wednedsay night’ win over Indiana Wesleyan. Bebee recorded nine digs in the match, and added two service aces.

VOLLEYBALL

OUR HOUSE CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

The 3-2 conference win was the 46th straight
MCC victory for the Trojans, and only the second time that Taylor was taken to five sets in
a conference match this season.
“Consistency,” Smith said when taking
about how her team needed to improve. “On
a good day we can be top five in the nation.
On a bad day . . . that can be a little scary. It
comes down to consistency every day. We have
enough dynamic athletes that one or two can
step up every game, but as a team we need to
be consistent.”
Droves of Taylor fans went to the rivalry

Taylor
Trojans

3 -2

IWU

Wildcats

game. Five hundred eighty-four people in total
witnessed the victory in Odle Arena.
“The atmosphere was amazing,” DeHoogh
said. “We love having a big crowd like that and
enjoy hearing from the people in the crowd
after the match saying even they had a blast
watching. The entire match was a battle and

being able to play with a crowd like that was
fun.”
Pritchard led the Trojans on offense with
18 kills. The two-time NAIA All-American
added ten digs for her 10th double-double of
the season. She needs 20 more kills to become
the fourth player in school history to reach
2,000 kills.
Senior Bethany Beck and Junior Elizabeth
Luke also contributed with 11 and nine kills
respectively. Junior libero Courtney Herschberger led the Trojans on defense with 21 digs.
Taylor will look to make it 47-straight conference wins tonight against St. Francis at 7 p.m.
in Odle Arena.

TROJAN TENNIS SEASONS END IN MCC SEMIFINALS
There are many different kinds of losses Cassidy and Michael
in sports. Some are frustrating. Some are Reynolds dropped an
SPORTS WRITER
8-5 decision to Josh
embarrassing. Some are expected.
But sometimes, the other team just plays Beguin and Michael
better, and there is nothing to do but give a tip of the cap and move on. Humphrey
The women began
That was what happened to the men’s and women’s tennis teams
Grace
Taylor
Thursday, as both lost in the semifinals of the MCC tournament, their MCC TournaLancers
Trojans
ment quest with a 6-1
ending their seasons.
The men fell to Grace by a score of 3-5, while the women lost 1-5 home victory over the
Bethel Pilots Tuesto Marian.
“I think Taylor started out really strong in doubles, but Marian was day, which was also
just stronger,” women’s Head Coach Bob Darby said. “Everybody was cut short after Taylor
playing well and playing hard. It’s just Marian was the better team clinched a win.
The Lady Trojans
today.”
Marian
Taylor
Knights
Trojans
The strong performance in doubles was led by senior Germania got wins from Bedon
Bedon and sophomore Kim Henke’s 8-5 victory at number one doubles (6-4, 6-4), Fleming
(7-5, 6-3), Stadt (6-2, 6-4), and Gnagy (6-3, 6-3) at singles.
against Olivia Purcell and Sarah Potter.
Bedon and Henke got an 8-5 win, while Stadt and Meyer prevailed
“I think the confidence in our shot was really key,” Henke said of the
victory, who added that the confidence carried over into their volleys. 8-4 in doubles action for Taylor.
Also on Tuesday, the men defeated the Goshen College Maple Leafs
“We were really aggressive at the net.”
Sophomore Emily Stadt and junior Kelsey Meyer, the number two at home in the first round of the MCC Tournament to extend its windoubles pairing, and sophomores Cassie Fleming and Tara Gnagy ning streak to 11 matches.
The Trojans won 5-2, with two of the matches being discontinued
both lost, by scores of 8-5 and 8-4, respectively.
Losses by Stadt, Meyer, and Gnagy in singles play sealed Taylor’s after Taylor sealed the victory.
Taylor got victories from Wegener (6-3, 7-5), Nitzsche (6-1, 6-1), and
fate, and the match was called after Marian won their fifth match.
junior Jon Erny (6-1, 6-1) in singles play to go along with victories from
The men’s match was equally as hard-fought.
“It was a well-fought battle, a lot of close matches, I think a few Evans and Nitzsche (8-4) and Reynolds and Cassidy (8-6) at doubles.
While the end came sooner than they had hoped, both teams had
breaks here and there,” men’s Head Coach Don Taylor said of the
loss to Grace. “I would say probably the big factor is they won two of successful seasons that have provided lasting memories.
“We got off to a slow start, but after that I think we had a great
the three doubles.”
The one doubles win came from the tandem of senior Jon Wegener season. We ran off eleven straight wins,” Taylor said of the men’s team.
“It was a great season, probably better than I might have guessed at
and junior Wes Young, and it was a dandy.
The duo won the first three games, then lost the next six before the beginning of the year.”
The women are technically not done, as Bedon will compete in the
winning five of the final seven, plus a tie-breaker, to win 9-8 (3).
“It was kind of up-and-down,” Wegener said of the doubles victory. ITA National Small College Championships Oct. 13-16 in Mobile, Ala.
“I think . . . it’s just been a very close-knit team,” Darby said of the
“It was good we were able to hang tough mentally and get that win.”
women’s squad. “Everybody really supported each other and showed
Unfortunately, that was the only doubles win for the Trojans.
Senior Ben Evans and junior Wes Nitzsche fell 8-4 to Daniel Sanchez confidence in each other and loved each other, and that’s always great
and Aaron Blevins at number two doubles, while sophomores Kenny to see.”

JON STROSHINE

MENʼS TENNIS

3 - 5

WOMENʼS TENNIS

1 -5

MEN’S CROSS
COUNTRY

WOMEN’S CROSS
COUNTRY

RESULTS
10/01 at Indiana Wesleyan
Invitational 2nd of 6

RESULTS
10/07 at Bethel College
Invitational 5 p.m.

SCHEDULE
10/07 at Bethel College
Invitational 5:45 p.m.

SCHEDULE
10/07 at Bethel College
Invitational 5 p.m.

REVIEW
Freshman Ethan Evans’
12th place finish help the
men’s cross country team
to second place at the Indiana Wesleyan Invitational
on Saturday. Junior Corbin
Slater finished just two
seconds behind Evans for
13th place. See article for
full recap.

REVIEW
Freshman Allison Steinbeck won MCC Runner
of the Week for her first
place finish at the Indiana
Wesleyan Invitational on
Saturday. Fellow freshman Jenna Norris placed
third and the Trojans took
second place overall. See
article for full recap.

MEN’S SOCCER 12-1
(4-0)

WOMEN’S SOCCER
7-2-2 (2-0-1)

RESULTS
10/01 versus Mount Vernon
Nazarene W 4-0
10/04 at Spring Arbor W
4-2

RESULTS
10/01 at Goshen W 3-2
10/05 versus Huntington
T 2-2

SCHEDULE
10/08 versus St. Francis
4 p.m.
10/12 at Grace 4 p.m.
REVIEW
After senior Tyler
Beachler’s bicycle kick goal
from Saturday’s win over
St. Francis was shown on
ESPN, Beachler scored his
50th career goal against St.
Francis on Tuesday.

SCHEDULE
10/08 at Saint Francis 1
p.m.
10/11 at Spring Arbor 7 p.m.
REVIEW
The women’s soccer team
remained undefeated in
conference play Wednesday, tying Huntington 2-2
after two overtimes.

MEN’S TENNIS 11-3
(7-1)

WOMEN’S TENNIS
9-4 (6-2)

RESULTS
10/01 versus Anderson
W, 7-2
10/03 versus Goshen W,
7-2
10/06 versus Grace L, 3-5

RESULTS
09/30 at Marian L, 3-6
10/04 versus Bethel W, 6-1
10/06 versus Marian L, 1-5

SCHEDULE
Season concluded
REVIEW
Before falling to Grace
yesterday, the men’s tennis
team took care of Goshen
7-2 in the first round of the
MCC tournament. Senior
Jon Wegener won his fifth
straight singles match
6-3, 7-5. See article for
yesterday’s recap.
FOOTBALL 3-1 (1-0)
RESULTS
10/01 versus Quincy W,
41-17
SCHEDULE
10/08 at Marian 1 p.m.
REVIEW
The football team opened
up conference play with a
41-17 win over Quincy on
Saturday. Up just three at
halftime, Taylor outscored
the Hawks 21-0 in the second half to seal the victory.
Junior quarterback Nick
Freeman threw for 235
yards and four touchdowns
on 20-27 passing. Senior
Garrett Wheeler and junior
Bryan Onuselogu led the
Trojans on defense with 11
tackles each.

SCHEDULE
Season concluded
REVIEW
Before their season came
to a close yesterday at
Marian, the women’s
tennis team advanced to
the semifinals of the MCC
tournament with a 6-1 win
over Bethel. See article
for Thursday’s recap.

VOLLEYBALL 15-3
(10-0)
RESULTS
10/01 versus St. Xavier
W, 3-1
10/05 versus Indiana Wesleyan W, 3-20
SCHEDULE
10/07 versus St. Francis
7 p.m.
10/08 versus Spring Arbor
3 p.m.
10/12 versus Goshen 7 p.m.
REVIEW
Before taking down Indiana
Wesleyan 3-2 on Wednesday, the volleyball team
beat St. Xavier 3-1 on Saturday. Sophomore Ashlyn
DeHoogh led all players
with 17 kills. See article
for Wednesday’s recap.

win in the meet, taking first in the women’s
race by 17 seconds with a time of 18:41.
“She really pushed that second mile hard and
that was the difference for her race, opening
up the lead that she got,” women’s Head Coach
Quinn White said. “At the two mile mark I knew
she was going to win, she looked
strong.”
Steinbeck’s winning performance landed her MCC Runner of
the Week honors.
“It felt great to go out and feel the
confidence to run with the top pack
and then later in the race take the
lead,” said Steinbeck.
Fellow freshman Jenna Norris
was the next finisher for No. 20
Taylor, whose time of 18:59 got her
third place overall. Senior Kirstin
Hegelein finished in 11th with a
time of 19:22, while senior Ashley
Henry and sophomore Tanya Rogers placed 25th and 26th respectively.
“We went into the meet with confidence from two weeks of great
practices,” said Norris. “Running
with that confidence along with
encouraging each other throughout the race and staying positive
helped us to be successful as a
team.”
According to White, 15 Trojans
ran their fastest race of the season, ten had their best collegiate
performance and five set all-time
personal records. The team ran
a patient race, not going out too
strong but instead saving themselves for the later stages of the
five kilometers.
“We like when we run negative
splits, and most of the girls did
Freshman Ethan Evans (middle) and junior Corbin Slater (left)
run at the Indiana Wesleyan Invitational on Saturday. Evans
that,” White said.
and Slater finished in 12th and 13th place respectively.
Both White and Hegelein agreed
Both the men’s and
women’s
cross counSPORTS EDITOR
try teams took second
place out of six teams at the Indiana Wesleyan (IWU) Invitational on Saturday. Freshman Allison Steinbeck got her first collegiate
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DANIEL MORRILL

that the weekend was good step towards a meet
at Bethel and the Great Lakes Invitational. Multiple ranked teams will be in attendance at both
meets.
“This meet was one stepping stone to show us
areas in which we can improve,” Hegelein said.
On the men’s side, freshman Ethan Evans
was the first Taylor finisher, running the eightkilometer race in 26:55 for 12th place. Junior
Corbin Salter, who ran in just two of ten practices
leading up to the meet due to injury, was just
steps behind Evans, finishing in 13th place with
a time of 26:55.
“Mentally [Slater] was just tough,” men’s Head
Coach Ted Bowers said. “He had the green light
to stop after 5k if he wanted too, but he raced the
whole thing.”
Freshmen Scott King and Zach Warner were
close behind Evans and Slater, finishing in 15th
and 16th with times of 27:01 and 27:04 respectively. Warner’s time beat his previous personal
record by over a minute.
“I’m super proud of the underclassmen who
have really put the team on their back,” said
Slater. “We believe in the program, and our hard
work is really starting to pay off.”
The Trojans ran as a pack throughout the race,
and capitalized on the middle three kilometers
of IWU’s flat course.
“We ran a very smart race,” Evans said. “We
worked well together throughout the race.”
Bowers said that Slater will be one hundred
percent for tomorrow’s meet at Bethel. Taylor
will also get senior Issac Bryan back from injury
to run his first full eight kilometer race of the
season.
“I’m so excited about what this team can do
this year,” said Evans. “We have the talent to
compete for a conference title. I can’t wait until
the end of the season to see what kind of times
we’re able to throw down.”
The women’s race at the Bethel College Invitational tomorrow will start at 5 p.m., followed
by the men’s race at 5:45 p.m.
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STEINBECK WINS IWU INVITATIONAL, TEAMS TAKE 2ND

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Jordan Grant
YEAR:

Junior

HOMETOWN:

Cincinnati, Ohio

LOVE’S OR
HARDEE’S:

Love’s

FUNNIEST
TEAMMATE:

My roomie Joel Ritz

FAVORITE PRO
TEAM:

Manchester United

FAVORITE APP:

Fruit Ninja

BEST PUMP UP
SONG:

Someday by Flipsyde

